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poR the last two or three years the fires 
have been put out about the end of May 
and no ~t water furnished for baths from 
that date on to the end of the term. This 
would be a small matter if we were near 
town, but under the circumstances it is a great 
inconvenience as well as a positive danger to 
health. 
THE conditio11 of the board walk between 
the college and Vernon street has been 
exceedingly bad for months. Boards are 
loose along the whole line, and the projecting 
enqs render walking a painful, if not a dan-
gerous task, particularly in the evening. 
Frequent complaints have developed the fact 
that the blame does not lie with the faculty 
or trustees, but that, as it has been put, it is 
the "treasurer's board-walk." If the treas-
urer takes .. any interest in the future of his 
walk, it is high time to act. If a much greater 
delay is indulged in the walk will be found 
in such a ruinous state that repairs will prove 
hopeless. Real economy would suggest a 
good flagged walk, which would last indefi-
nitely instead of having to be renewed every_ 
eight or ten years. 
WE are glad to be able to retract our 
former criticism of the Faculty with re-
gard to the base ball practice _on the campus. 
We heard of the action they had taken the-
day of our last issue, and as the copy had all 
gone to press and the form set up, it was not 
possible at that late moment to make any al-
teration. 
We rejoice to see that the Faculty is so 
willing to comply with the reasonable re-
quests of the students when they are cou bed 
in a respectful form, and hope that the amica-
ble re.lations will ever continue. It is un-
doubtedly true that. students, as a rule, con-
sider a Faculty as a body oppo<,ed to students' 
interests. This feeling has surely no good 
foupdation if traced back. For almost al-
ways members of Faculties have in their days 
been students, and doubtless can appreciate 
af!d sympathize with all student endeavors. 
WE desire to say a word of disapproval 
concerning a species of lunacy which 
now and then reaches college, and which 
seems now epidemic. We ref er to the cus-
tom of every now and _ then deserting the 
commons and boarding down town for two or· 
three weeks each time. When the dining 
hall is as well condticted as it is at present, 
there is not the slightest excuse for a custom 
which takes so much of the time and energy 
which might be so much better employed. 
Also, as the caterer counts upon the continu-
ous support of all his boarders, it does him 
an injustice and works strongly against the 
good of the student b.ody in this regard. As 
the numbers fall off without a corresponding 
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decrease in the expenses of running the 
<lining hall, the result must be a deterioration 
in the quality of the food. If the matter is 
looked at in this light, there is but one side 
to the question. 
ALTHOUGH the field meeting has been~ 
on the whole, rather more successfu 
than usual, notice must be made of a point 
or two which have certainly detracted thus 
far from every field meeting held within the 
memory of those in college. In the first place, 
men should be more prompt in handing in 
their names, if they wish to take part; in the 
second, those who are able to do something 
should feel it their duty to take part; and in 
the third place, there should most certainly 
be more system and order in conducting the 
games themselves. Instead of the games 
taking a couple of hours or so, the whole 
.afternoon is consumed. In one case in our 
memory, two days were occupied. This is 
in large measure due to the men who have 
entered. Becoming careless of the time they 
are not on hand, and time is wasted in get-
ting them to the scratch, and tedious waits 
-separate the various events, which not only 
weary the audience, but are prejudicial to any 
attempt to make a record worth the making. 
A word here might be said concerning the 
slender support given the athletic association, 
.an institution to which but a small fraction 
of the college belong. We say emphatically 
that every member of the college possessed 
-of the means should be a member of this 
association. It may be said, and with truth, 
that the association has not exerted itself to 
any great extent this year to procure new 
members. This doubtless should be done. 
Then fellows, of their own accord, would take 
-the trouble to see the proper officer, and pay 
him his two dollars. But, in spite of this, it 
must be remembered that each fellow should 
feel himself bound to enter, and not wait 
till he has been sought out and coaxed to 
join with an endless amount of trouble. 
A ND why not? What is there inappro-
, priate in every college contributing. To 
what? To the Bartholdi Pedestal Fund. 
The contribution need not be in cash, nor 
need it be in simple good will. It could be 
in a block of stone for the pedestal upon 
which the college name might be carved. 
What could be more fitting than that the col-
leges of our land, and the institutions of learn-
ing should put themselves on record. They 
are the exponents of liberty. They bear 
aloft the lamp of liberty of thought,. liberty of 
government, liberty of person, and liberty of 
conscience. From the colleges of the land 
are derived the abstract principles of justice 
and freedom. When ignorance prevailed in 
the middle ages, oppression ruled. When 
the revival of learning took place, when 
learning was widely disseminated, when igno-
rance was made disgraceful, then oppression 
fell, then slavery fell, then liberty sprang into 
existence. Justice and mercy, civilization 
and progress, refinement and culture, human-
ity and toleration, freedom and liberty 
were the result of the awakening of learning, 
when the bonds of ignorance were shattered. 
The manacled minds of men arose from the 
prison of dark superstition, subjection, and 
ignorance. Learning revived not only wis-
dom but manhood, not only independence of 
mind but also independence of body. Liber-
ty of conscience and liberty of person are in-
separable. When one falls both fall . Tyran-
ny and learning are always antagonistic. 
Liberty and learning are like the sun and its 
light inseparable, and indispensable. 
Let us then upon whom the tl).antle of 
learning has fallen, who now take up the 
work dropped by our ancestors, bear aloft the 
torch of Learning and Liberty, and let us 
contribute with joyful hearts and free hands 
of the gifts bestowed upon us. When Liber-
ty cries for aid, let us rally round her itand-
ard. Sons of learning and champions of 
Liberty awake! 
A SUMMER INCIDENT. 
My Dear Yack: 
MONT ST. MICHEL, ~ 
NORMANDY, July, '63.) 
Here I am in Mont St. Michel, an antique 
gem of an island lying two miles off the coast. 
It is less than a mile across but makes up in 
height what it lacks in breadth, rising grand-
ly, three hundred feet above the waves. Our 
little hotel nestles closely under a towering 
precipice, and looks out over the roof of the 
I 
\ 
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houses in front towards the sunny coast of 
Normandy. 
The only English speaking persons in the 
hotel, besides myself, are two American 
ladies, a mother and her daughter from 
Chicago, very nice people. I have do~e but 
little. sket_ching, h~ving spent a great part of 
my time m exploring the old island with Mrs. 
and Miss Shelton. 
But I must tell you more about this place. 
I drove out here in a single carriage, for you 
know, at low tide the island is connected with 
the mainland by a fine sand beach. It was a 
love!y drive, the moist sand making a perfect 
carnage-road and the sea air being delicious-
ly bracing. The island, a picture in the dis-
tance, beca~e more and more imposing as we 
approached 1t, and when we drove into the 
tide-gates I was fairly enthusiastic over the 
place .. '!'he tides here are something tremen-
dous! nsrng ten and twenty feet~ and when 
the tide has once turned, come in with amaz-
ing rapidity. The island is really a huge de-
ta_ched rock, surrounded at its base by a 
fnnge of closely built houses. On the little 
~able on ~op of the rock, which, by the way 
1s accessible on one side only, are built a 
m~n~stery, church, and some other religious 
bmldrngs. One might think that they were 
perched up _there to sa:7e buying building 
~round, but in all probability, the true reason 
~s that the spot could be so easily defended 
in the stormy times of the middle ages. Why, 
a handful of nuns could hold the place against 
any enemy. 
_But one of the greatest charms of St. 
l\'Iichel, are its inhabitants. What quaint, 
simple old folk they are ! How you would 
enjoy seeing them clatter about the cobble-
sto:ied streets in their huge wooden sabots, or 
seerng the brawny, sunburnt fishermen start 
out ~n the ocean in their deep- built boats. 
Miss Shelton, ·I find, is fond of sketching 
and I think we will make a number of artistic 
. strolls toge~her before long, particularly as 
~he mother 1s rather delicate · and has to stay 
indoors a good deal~ and is so glad to find 
some one to go sketching with "Alice." 
By Jove, old fellow, this place is getting 
uncommonly attractive, and I am in no hurry 
to go on to Switzerland, as I had planned 
you remember. ' 
Yours, etc., 
C----
JJ,fy Dear Yack: 
MONT ST. MICHEL, ~ 
NORMANDY, July 21st. 5 
I am still enjoying the sea air, and the an-
tiquated surroundings of St. Michel, and-
the company of the Sheltons. "Alice" is 
great at drawing figures, old men and old 
women in picturesque costume, and I am not 
at all averse, so we often hire some old crone 
to sit for us for a few sous an hour. The 
other day we had wandered up to the church 
(built A. D. 1286, or thereabouts,) and find-
ing a wizened, dried-up old sexton or verger 
up there, who, I havn't a doubt, came into, 
existence simultaneously with the church, we 
fell into conversation with him, and finally 
tickled his vanity by saying we would like to 
make a picture of him. After a while he 
consented, and we set to work, Miss Shelton 
sitting on an old bench, and I dangling my 
legs from the old stone wall, not far behind 
her. Well, I thought, I do not care a rap 
about the old verger, and here is a good 
chance to make a sketch of Miss Shelton her-
self. So, I set to work and all went well un-
til I clumsily dropped my book and as she 
picked it up to hand me she glanced at my 
work, and discovered what I had been at. 
You should have seen how prettily she blush-
ed. However she was vexed, for she imme-
diately stopped, and said coldly, something 
about its being time to go home. You can-
not blame me for trying to make a sketch of 
her, but it was hard lines that she should find 
it out, for I fear I will be shoved out in the 
cold for some time. 
Write often, old boy. 
Yours, etc., 
C----
MONT ST. MICHEL, t 
NORMANDY, July 30th.}, 
My Dear Yack : 
After apologizing to Miss Shelto.n, etc .. , 
et~.,. I have been reinstated in her good 
opm1on. 
A young Englishman has turned up here 
a dashing sort of fellow, but very much of ~ 
gentleman. He. became acquainted with us. 
quite easily, there being so few in the Hotel, 
and we now form a party of four. We are 
on the point of starting on an excursion to 
the mainland, so I will finish this letter. 
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8.30 P. M. 
Our excursion came very near endin g in a 
fatal accident, two of our party having the 
narrowest possible e~cape from the incoming 
tide. I will tell you how it happen ~d. We 
started off in two of the little carriages they 
use here Miss Shelton and myself in front, 
and the Englishman · behind, occupying him-
self with getting into the good graces of the 
mother. We had a delightful drive with the 
fresh breeze in our faces and the warm sun on 
our backs. The country looked charming, 
the trees and grass being very green. \Ve 
drove through the little town on the coast 
and over the hills, where we could see far out 
on the English channel, to an old inn where · 
we stopped to rest ourselves and our horses. 
A table was set for us in the garden, under 
some fruit trees, and there we had our coffee, 
bread and plums, peaches and pears. After 
tasting the fruit, we all declared that it was 
worth while spending a summer in Norman-
dy only to eat fruit. 
We were soon en route again, the only 
change being, that Johnstone, the English-
man, proposed his driving with Miss Shel!on, 
to which, of course, I could me. ke no objec-
tion, although " my heart was black with~n 
·my breast," as Homer would express 1t. 
However I had a pleasant drive with the old 
fady and found her quite talkative. She told 
me of their travels on the continent and of 
her plans for the fall and winter, while I 
worked in some stories of mountaineering in 
Switzerland and the Pyrenees. So, the time 
slipped quickly away, till we found ourselves 
driving into the gates of St. Michel. Look-
ing around for the others, we found we had 
left them some distance behind. Thinking 
nothing of this, we drove on to our hotel and 
dismounted. Strolling leisurely on to the 
piazza a few minutes later, I saw them _still 
-crawling along and to my horror I noticed 
that the tide had turned and was coming in 
1ike a race horse, with a low roar. Rushing 
wildly down to the gates, I pointed out the 
approaching carriage to the gatemen and im-
petuously jumped on a horse standing near 
and dashed out to help them in. They saw 
me coming, and seemed to appreciate their 
danger, as I could see the whip freely used 
on the laboring horse. Reaching them I 
joined in lashing th~ir horse ~o a gallop, and 
we rushed into the tide gate Just as the first 
waves licked the walls behind us. She was 
safe, thank God! She had borne up bravely 
durino- the race for life, but when she was b 
clasped in her mother's arms, she br?ke 
down and disappeared for the eve111ng. 
Looking out of my window, I shuddered as 
I saw the cruel waves six feet deep over the 
spot where we had been but a few minutes 
ago. It is with a glad and happy heart that 
I am writing these lines to you, old fellow. 
Hoping this letter will reach you safely 
and cause a speedy reply, I remain, 
Yours, &c., 
C----
P ONT R ESINA, SWITZERLAND,~ 
August, 29th. 5 
My Dear :Jack : 
I must tell you the end of my adventure 
at St. Michel. I ask for your congratula-
tions, Jack. I am here travelling with the 
Sheltons, and--well. You can guess the 
rest. Alice has lately told me why they 
were so long in crossing the sands. It was 
because the Englishman actually had the 
audacity to propose to her after an acquain-
tance of but three weeks. He was so much 
absorbed in pleading his suit, and she so 
much embarrassed at the affair, that neither 
of them thought of how the time was 
passing. To think of what that Englishman 
nearly deprived me. 
After it was all over, Mrs. Shelton was 
profuse in heart-felt thanks, and tried to make 
almost a hero of me. Miss Shelton said 
very little, only a few quiet words, but they 
sent a glad thrill through me. 
A few days later, Alice and I wandered up, 
on high rock about sunset, and taking advan-
tage of the good opportunity, I told her 
what had been my one thought and hope 
during the past weeks, and she blushing 
murmered the few words that made me the 
happiest of men. Well, you see my summer 
abroad has ended rather differently from what 
I expected. I have got not only a good rest 
and renewed health, but the greatest blessing 
on earth, a loving wife. 
Affict. yours, 
C----
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TWO NOOKS. 
THE SILVER CASCADE, 
Deep in the bosom of the silent hills 
Thy birth-place was, sweet streamlet, who in glee 
Strivest forever on and on to flee 
Through quiet woodland gla es, where only thrills 
Thy murmuring music, whose soft cadence fills 
The leafy aisles, and ever seems to be 
A forest-voice, laughter low and free, 
Accorded to the wild-bird's tuneful trills. 
There where the moss-grown boulders fret thy play, 
Though leapest lightly from thetr rude advance, 
Casting about 'thee many a rainbow glance, 
And veil'st thy loveliness in silver spray, 
Till suddenly thine airy, graceful dance 
Dies in a deep, dark pool below, away. 
J· C. 
PUR GATORY-NEWPORT. 
Cleft as by touch of some Achangel's spear, 
The great cliff yawns, and checks th' invading sea, 
And round the place broods bent-browed mystery. 
A 'something felt one cannot see or hear, 
Perhaps in sea and shore's wild warfare drear, 
Some mightier billow here pierced grievously 
The foe's strong armour, who him moodily 
In sullen silence, waits not void of fear. 
And yet, glide these rough billows clamorous rude 
Into the shadowy gorge in gentle guise. 
With low voiced laughter, with no hint of feud, 
Each in the silvery shallows softly dies 
While o'er the beetling edge in happy mood 
The wild rose uods its fragrant treasuries. 
BASE BALL. 
HARVARD vs. TRINITY. 
C. C. C. 
A close and interesting game between 
Harvard and Trinity was played at Cambridge 
on May I I th. The work of our battery 
evoked much applause, and our in-field work 
was much better than that of Harvard, the 
two errors made by them being both very 
excusable. Carpenter's error was the fumble 
of a hot grounder, and Johnson's a muff of a 
high throw from Shannon to catch a man 
napping at seco~d. For Harvard, Breman 
and Tilden did good work. Jones' hands 
gave out in the fifth inning and Tilden came 
in to catch, Nichols going to left field, and 
Jones to center. In the fourth inning, Car-
penter was compelled to leave on account of 
a slight attack of vertigo, and Leaf took his 
place on third, G. Rodgers going to left field. 
The score is given below: 
HARVARD. A. B. R. I B. T. B. ·r. 0. A, E, 
--------
--
--
Beaman, 3d b ........... 3 0 0 0 I 3 2 
Tilden, 1. f. c ...... ... 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 
Nichols, c. f. 1. f ...... 3 I 0 0 I 0 0 
Allen, r. f . ............... 3 I 2 2 0 0 0 
Willard, I b .............. 2 I I I 6 0 0 
Smith, 2 b ............... 3 0 I 2 3 0 0 
Jones, c. c. f ........... 2 0 0 0 4 5 4 
Edgerly, s. s ............ 2 I I 2 0 2 I 
Palmer, p ................. 2 0 0 0 0 6 I 
--
--
-- --
-
--
T otals ........ 23 4 5 7 18 16 8 
TRINITY. A. B. R, I B. T. B . P. 0, A, E, 
- -- -
-- ----
Barber, c ................. 3 I 0 0 4 3 2 
McCon ihe, r. f. ......... 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Shannon, p ............... 3 0 I I 3 3 3 
Johnson, 2d b ........... 3 0 0 0 I 0 I 
Carpenter, 3d b ......... 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 
Miller, s. s . .............. I 0 0 0 0 5 0 
Whitcome, 1st b ....... 2 0 0 0 9 0 0 
Beardsley, c. f .......... 2 I I I I 0 0 
Leaf, 1. f. 3d b ......... 2 0 0 o . 0 0 0 
Rodgers, I. f ....... ...... I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
--
----
------
Totals, ........ 22 2 2 2 18 II 7 
I 
TRINITY vs. WATERBURY. 
The first game of our new nine took place 
on a cold, cloudy day, the 10th of April. 
Considering that it was really not only the 
first time our team had played together, but 
also that it was the first time they had played 
in the open air at all this year, the showing 
was much better than could have been ex-
pected, especially as the state champions were 
the team played. In the first two innings 
the base running was not up to the mark, but 
after that it was good. In the sixth inning 
Brinley had his collar bone broken while 
attempting to steal home, and G. Rodgers 
took his place in the field. 
The honors in the field were carried off by 
the Trinity battery, the Waterbury's utterly 
failing to gauge Shannon's pitching, eleven 
of them striking out, and but one of their 
runs being earned. For the Waterburys, 
Phalon made a pretty stop of a liner from 
Miller's bat, and Phillips caught a high-fly 
from Barber after a hard run. Many of the 
errors made were very excusable, as the con-
dition of the grounds was very bad. Dark-
ness caused the game to be called after the 
eighth inning. The following is the score: 
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'\VATERBURY. A. B. _R. _x B. IT_. B. _P. o, !_A. ~ '88, 19 ft. 6 ¼ in.; R. E. L. Rodgers, '87, 
_ ______ ,__ 16 ft. 7 in. 
Burke, 1. £............... 5 3 °.,n ° 0
0 0 
~ Pole Vault.-]. W. Shannon, '87, height, 
Phalon, 1st b............ 6 I 4 8 f r/ · Phillips, c. f. ...... ...... 6 I I 2 o o t 7 72 m. 
Mellon, 1. £... ............ 5 1 2 2 o I 2 Hurdle Race.-W. B. Goodwin, '88, 19¾ 
Scanlon, 2d b........... 5 I I 2 3 R Th '85 203/ 
Magner, s. s. ...... ...... 5 3 2 2 I 4 o sec. ; . orne. ' :14 sec. 
Allman, 3d b............ 5 o o o 3 2 2 One Mile Walk.-H. R. Stuart,'88, 9 min. 
Morris, p........... .. . . . . 5 2 o o o 6 II 2 sec. 
Van Dwenter, c ... ······ 4 2 1 1 7 3 9 Standing Broad J'ump.-H. R. Heydecker, 
Totals ........ 46 -;; ~ I~-;;-~ ~ '86, 9 ft. 4¾ in.; A. C. Hall, '88, 9 ft 2 ¾ in. 
T/z.rowing _Base Ball.-W. W. Barber, '87, 
distance, 3 I 7 ft. IO in.; J. W. Shannon, '87, 
T __ R_IN_'I _TY_. _____ ,A __ • _B. ~\~ ~ ~ ~--=- 303 ft. 
iBarber, c.................. 5 
Miller, s. s............ ... 3 
Nelson, 2d b....... . . . . . 4 
Shannon, p.. .. . .... ... . .. 2 
-Carpenter, 3d b...... ... 5 
Leaf, l. £........ ......... 4 
McConihe, r. f. .. ..... 4 
Whitcombe, Ist b... ... 5 
Brinley. c. £.. ...... ...... 2 
:G. Rodgers, c. f. ...... . I 
Totals .....•... 35 
Innings. I 2 
W aterbury ..........••.. 2 2 . 
Trinity ............... . .. o 0 
2 3 
I 
0 0 
3 I 
0 
0 0 
0 2 
0 
0 0 
I I 
--
-
8 9 
3 4 
0 0 
2 3 
3 13 2 4 
I I 2 2 
0 0 0 4 
I 3 16 2 
0 I 0 
0 0 I 0 
3 0 0 
6 2 
0 0 0 2 
I 0 0 0 
- - -- -
IO 24 24 16 
5 6 7 8 
4 0 4 2-14 
0 I 2 o- 8 
Runs earned, vVaterbury I, Trinity 2 ; two base hits, 
Phalon, McConihe; passed balls, Van Dwenter 7, Barber 
4 ; left on bases, vVaterbury 7, Trinity II ; struck out by 
Morris, 5, by Shannon, II. Umpire, McCarron. Time, 
2 hours 15 minutes. 
SPRING ATHLETIC MEETING. 
On Friday, May 29, the annual spring 
games were held. Considerable preparation 
had been made and many of the men had 
been training for some weeks. 
The arrangements were in the hands of the 
executive committee of the athletic associa-
tion, consisting of S. T. Miller,'85, R. Thorne, 
'85, H. R. Heydecker, '86, F. E. Haight, '87, 
and J. T. Carpenter, '88. The events and 
winners were :-
One Hundred Yards Das!t.-J. P. Elton, 
'88, IO 3-5 sec.; F. E. Haight, '87, IO¾ sec. 
One Mile Run.-]. T. Carpenter, '88, 5 
min. 40 ¾ sec. 
Putting Shot.-O. Applegate,'87, distance, 
JO ft.; S. T. Miller, '85, 27 ft. 7 Yz in. 
Four Hundred and Forty Yards Das!t.-
R. Thorne, '8 5, 60¾'.' sec.; G. W. Rodgers, 
•
1B7, second. 
Running Broad Yump.-W. B. Good win, 
Two Hundred and Twenty Yards Dasli.-
S. T. Miller, '85, 24¾ sec.; G. W. Rodgers, 
'87, 26 sec. 
Standing Hig!t J'ump.-W. B. Goodwin, 
'88, 4 ft. 2 in. ; A. C. Hall, '88, 4 ft. 1 in. 
Tlzrowing Hammer.-O. Applegate, '87, 
55 ft. 11 ¼ in.; S. T. Miller, '85, 51 ft. 8 in. 
Rzmning Hig!t J'ump.-W. B. Goodwin, 
'88, 5 ft. ; A. C. Hall, '88, 4 ft. 7 in. 
Half Mile Run.-O. Applegate, '87, 2 
min. 3 sec. ; W. C. Stuart, '88. 
Hop, Skip, J'ump.-R. E. L. Rodgers, '87, 
36 ft. 9 ¼ in. 
T.ltree-Legged Race.-W. W. Barber, '87, 
and C.H. Tibbitts, '87, 14Yz sec.; R. Thorne, 
'85, and A. C. Hall, '88. 
TENNIS TOURNAMENT. 
Coster vs. Hall, 
Thorne vs. Child , 
Coster vs. Thorne, 
Hurd vs. Heydecker, 
Paddock vs. McCrackan, 
Paddock vs. Hurd, 
Paddock vs. Coster, 
First Place,-
Sing {es. 
6-I, 4-6, 6-3. 
6-4, 6-3. 
6-o, 6-o . 
6-I, 6-o. 
6-o, 6-o. 
6-4, 6 -5. 
3-6, 3-6, 6-4, 5-7. 
MARTYN KERFOOT C OSTER. 
Second Place,-
D oubles. 
Lobdell and Child, vs. Coster and Hall, 1-6, 6-5, 2-6. 
Hurd and Barber, vs. Eastman and Stuart, 6-2, 6-2. 
Hendrie and Benedict, vs. Hall and Coster, 6-2, 6-2. 
Hurd and Barber, vs. Tibbitts and Downes, 6-3, 6-o. 
Wright and Paddock, vs. Tibbits and Downes, 6-o, 6-o. 
Wright and Paddock, vs. Hurd and Barber, 6-4, 6-2. 
Wright and Paddock, vs. Coster and Hall, 6-21 6-4, 6-r. 
First Place,-
ALBERT EMPIE WRIGHT and 
LEWIS HENRY PADDOCK. 
Second Place,-
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THE PSI UPSILON CONVENTION·. 
The fifty-second annual convention of Psi 
Upsilon, was held May 7th and 8th, with the 
Beta Beta Chapter, in Hartford. The con-
·vention opened with a business session at 
half-past ten Thursday morning, which con-
tinued throughout the day. At a quarter of 
•eight, the delegates assembled at the Allyn 
House, and marched in procession to the 
·Opera House, when the public exercises 
were held. The house was suitably deco-
.rated. Upon the stage sat a number of 
alumni members of the fraternity, and sev-
eral members of the Faculty of thP. college. 
The Hon. Joseph R. Hawley presided. The 
exercises were opened by a prayer by the 
Rev. Joseph H. Twitchell, an address by the 
President, and an oration by the Rev. T. T. 
Munger followed on the "Relation of Edu-
cation to Social Progress." The Rev. G. W. 
Douglass then read an essay upon "Elective 
Studies in Colleges." During the evening, a 
·number of Fraternity songs were sung by 
the delegates. Immed!ately after the literary 
-exercises a reception was held at Union 
Armory. 
The next day was occupied by a business 
-session, and the convention concluc.4 ed with a 
banquet, at which about two hundred and 
fifty were present. The Hon. Henry C. 
RoJ?inson presided, and speeches were made 
by Hon. Joseph R. Hawley, Rev. George W. 
Douglas, Pro( C. F. Johnson, of Trinity, 
Hon. Charles Dudley Warner, Hon: Joseph 
H. Sprague, Hon. John R. Buck, and others. 
. The headquarters of the various delega-
t10ns were at the Allyn House. 
COLLEGE AND CAMPUS. 
The track of the athletic association has 
been made a cinder path at the expense of 
ithe freshman class. 
The seniors begin their final examinations 
on Tuesday. 
The campus has been put in beautiful order 
.and forms a fitting setting for the buildings. 
LEMON SQUEEZER, 
<?n Monday morning the sophomores ·were 
delighted and surprised (?) to learn that the 
.senior~ had concluded that '87 was the finest 
.class m college and would emphasize , their 
decision by giving them the " Lemon 
Squeezer." The t_wo classes repaired to the 
tavern over the hill where the sen10rs were 
lionized to their hearts' content. 
TENNIS CLUB. 
A Professors' Tenni-s Club has been organ-
ized with the following officers :-President, 
Prof. Ferguson; vice-president, ·Dr. Robb ; 
secretary and treasurer, Prof. Luther. Their 
play is a source of comfort to many low-stand 
men who see in it a compensation for their 
own blunders in the class room . 
The annual field meeting of the college 
took place Friday afternoon at three o'clock. 
The weather was not all that could have been 
desired, but the records were good and the 
affair passed off smoothly and successfully. 
COMMUNICATION. 
[Communications- upon current topics are invited for thi!I 
column. It is expected that they shall be written in a 
courteous tone. The writer's full name, as well as his nom 
dt phune, must accompany the article. The editors do not 
necessarily approve the opinions expressed.] 
Dear Tablet : 
In the account of the Gymnasium Exhibi-
tion which appeared in your last issue, there 
were several errors. 
0. Applegate vaulted 6 ft. 6 in., not 7 ft. 
7 in. F. D. Lobdell did not receive his rib-
bon for special proficiency, his name was 
called alone because the other exhibitors on 
the parallel bars had already received ribbons 
for other exhibitions, and only one ribbon 
was allowed for each exhibitor during the 
evening. F. B. Whitcome did not win in 
the exhibition on the rings, it was not a con-
test and he received a ribbon alone for the 
same reason as F. D. Lobdell, i. e., the other 
exhibitors had already received their ribbons. 
In the tug of war the freshman class gained 
at least I ft. 6 in. on the fall which was grad-
ually recovered with four more inches by the 
sophomore team before time was called. W. 
B. Goodwin gave not only the cup for the 
high kick but also the one for the vault. 
Yours, &c., 
ONE OF THE MANAGERS. 
Under this head the Editors wish to say a 
word respecting the argument which was be-
gun in our two last issues relative to class-
,, 
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representation on the college press. "Audax 
sed veritatifidus '85," has sent in to us a re-
ply to "An Upper-Classman," but owing to 
the fact that it fails to fulfill the conditions im-
posed by us to govern the style of all com-
mnnications sent us, we are obliged to close 
the discussion summarily, without allowing 
our young reformer a chance to realize his 
hope of" writing more and over his true sig-
nature." We are sorry he has brought this 
upon himself, but he must remember that all 
communications must be courteous in tone. 
Dear Tablet : 
As I listened to the Prize Version Decla-
mations the other evening I could not help 
being struck with the anachronism of the sur-
roundings. 
We were listening to Latin Speeches and 
at the same time were surrounded by all the 
improvements of modern civilization. Gas 
and stained glass windows, dress suits, and 
benches, do not at all comport with the light 
of day and the open sky, togas and the forum 
that were the usual accompaniments of Latin 
speeches. 
A degree of artificialness and stiffness was 
neces5arily apparent and inseparable from the 
great difference between the surroundings 
when the originals were delivered and the 
resurrected speeches we heard clothed in 
alien dress and surroundings. 
When we consider the almost insuperable 
difficulties of rehabilitation of mummified 
speeches, and the impossibility of fitting them 
for modern ears and surroundings, we can 
scarcely he surprised if the speakers find it 
_ impossible to adapt themselves to the times, 
circumstances, and places where they were 
first delivered. The speakers fail to touch 
their hearers, no thrill of sympathy is arous-
ed, no electric shock is communicated as fre-
quently as when we listen to a modern speech 
and modern speaker. The speeches - are in-
anities-bi ts of declamation that are extreme-
ly stilted, and frequently unintelligible to the 
audience. 
While listening it struck me that as the 
Prize Version Declamations are immutable, 
and like the laws of the Medes and Persians, 
alter not, it might not be improper to try to 
harmonize our surroundings, as much as pos-
sible with the age in which the original 
speeches were delivered. I thought that the 
speakers might be more in consonance with 
their speeches if they discarded their dress. 
suits and gowns and instead wore tunics and 
togas. Nothing can approach more nearly to 
a tunic than a modern jersey. The college 
might provide jerseys of a seemly color-dis-
pensing with the "latus clavus "-and togas. 
of a subdued color. As the gowns are now 
usually borrowed, there seems no reason why 
the college might not keep on hand the· 
tunics and togas, which could be lent to the 
contestants. 
Habited in the Roman style, I have no-
doubt that the speeches would sound far more· 
real. The speakers could realize the original 
scene far better, and could thus throw them-
selves into the spirit of the period, and pre-
sent it to their audience with a truer and more· 
spirited emphasis. The present isolation of 
the speeches and of the thought would be· 
obviated, and indeed modem civilization 
would instead be thrust aside for the tru·e be-
ing, and we should all carry ourselves into. 
the past for a while. 
Some of my readers may smile at my re-
marks but I can truly say that the intense 
artificialness, and anachronism would be re-
moved. Then again in an artistic sense the-
position would be truer. If we are to have 
the speeches let us try at least to realize· 
them. 
Indeed realism is needed to present truth .. 
This age is one of intense realism. All our 
novelists, po~ts, preachers, and orators strive 
to be realistic, if then we can in any way 
attain this end here in college let us do so. 
Thanking you for your space. 
Yours, &c., 
TOGA ET TUNICA. 
PERSONALS. 
[It is particularly desired that the Alumni furnish us 
with all items of interest that may come to their knowledge 
concerning every one who has been connected with the-
College.] 
PYNCHON. 141. The Rev. T. R. Pynchon, D, 
D., LL. D., presided at the recent meeting of the-
American Metrological Society in New York. 
ROGERS, '45. The address of the Rev. R. C. 
Rogers is 532 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
CHAPMAN, '47. The Hon. Charles R. Chap .. 
man has been appointed postmaster of Hartford .. 
JACOCKS, '47. The late Rev. J. G. Jacocks. 
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'left all his property for educational and benevo-
lent purposes. His alma mater receives the gift 
·of his library and of $500 besides. 
PADDOCK, '48. At the opening service of the 
late diocesan convention of Massachusetts, a 
•centennial sermon was preached by the Rt. Rev. 
B. H. Paddock, D. D. 
LINDSLEY, '49. Professor C. A. Lindsley, M. 
D., has been elected chairman of the Connecti-
·cut State Board of Health. 
HENSHAW, '53. Charles H. Henshaw has 
-been appointed collector of internal revenue for 
Rhode Island. 
HAWLEY, '6 I. F. M. Hawley resides at 
Stamford, Conn. 
CURRIE, '63. The Rev. W. T. Cur~ie has be-
-come rector of St. Paul's Church, Grand Forks, 
Dakotah. 
BROWN. '64. The Rev. Thomas McKee 
Brown has been re-elected president of the 
Citizens' Bicycle Club of New York. 
SHORT, '69. The sermon at the opening of 
the late meeting of the council of the diocese of 
Mississippi was preached by the Rev. William 
-Short. 
FISK, '70, DouGLAss, '71. Addresses were 
made at the missionary conference, in Provi-
·dence, R. I., on the 6th and 7th of May, by the 
Rev. Geo. McC. Fisk and the Rev. G. W. 
Douglass. 
DouGLAss, '71. The address of the Rev. G 
W. Douglass is 12 West 18th Street, or Trinity 
Church, New York. 
CooK, '73. The Rev. W. M. Cook has re-
-signed the rectorship of St. John's Church, Erie, 
Penn. His present address is 203, West 14th 
.Street, New York. 
BOYLSTON, '78. The Rev. C. W. Boylston has 
become rector of the parishes at Long Hill and 
Nichols' Farm : his address is at the former 
place. 
WHITE, '79. The Rev. F. W. White has re-
turned from Europe. 
GRINT, '81. The Rev. Alfred P. Grint was 
ordained to the priesthood on the 7th day of 
May, in St. Paul's Church, Pleasant Valley N. Y. 
OBITUARY. 
The REV. DAVID BUCHANAN WILLSON, 
a graduate in the class of 1879, died at Brad-
.ford, Penn., on Whitsunday, May 24th, aged 
36 years. Mr. Willson was busily engaged 
in active life before he began his academic 
studies at Franklin & Marshall College, from 
which place he entered Trinity College as a 
sophomore in I 876. He studied theology at 
the General Seminary in New York, and was 
ordained in 1882. For a year he was assist-
ant minister in the Church of the Holy 
Apostles, New York City; and from the time 
of his ordination to the priesthood till his 
death, he was rect<;>r of the Church of the 
Ascension, Bradford, Penn. He was an en-
ergetic, hard-working man, and among his 
many duties he never failed to remember the 
interests of his alma mater. It might be 
added that it was he who put the TABLET 
upon its present basis. 
The late THEODORE WINTHROP STED-
MAN, who recently died, was for rather more 
than a year a member of Trinity College in 
the class of '7 4. 
EXCHANGES. 
We have before us the first number of the 
Williams Fortnight, the result of the combi-
nation of our old friends the Argo and the 
Athenceum. We are, of course, very sorry 
that Jason's familiar prow will no more plow 
our editorial waters, but it is a pleasure to 
welcome so creditable an addition to the fra-
ternity of college journals. The news and 
fun are excellent, but the literary portion, 
though fairly good, might be somewhat im-
proved . 
The Record seems to be becoming a comic 
paper, so funny are its columns, even the 
editorials seem -infected with the desire to 
raise a laugh. 
Glancing rapidly over the Vassar Miscel-
lany we are struck with the usefulness of this 
class of college papers. They provide means 
of encouraging literary effort such _as the 
ordinary journal of base ball news, blood-
curdling adventures, and funny paragraphs 
does not. The articles in the May number 
exhibit care and talent and are really profita-
ble reading. 
The Acta has a rather clever story this 
time, entitled "Edith on the Wall," and a 
very pretty poem called "Dreaming," which 
we reproduce according to our custom of clip-
ping the cream of college verse for the delec-
tation of our own readers :-
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DREAMING. 
When the day grows darker, dimmer, 
Drawing to its close, 
And its latest, faintest glimmer 
Lengthening shadows throws; 
When the great white sails hang flapping, 
And the water lapping, lapping, 
Past the vessel flows ; 
Then 'tis sweet to lie a-napping, 
On the deck to lie and dream-
Just to close one's eyes and dream. 
All one's thoughts so smoothly flow, 
Softly rising, softly falling 
With the rising and falling of the tide ; 
So musically come and go 
To the soft and gentle tapping-
To the waters lap, lap, lapping 
On the vessel's side. 
A long line of old time faces, 
Drifting from the past, 
\Vith the shadow's interlaces, 
Borne now slow, now fast ; 
Like the wee white clouds in Heaven-
Like the drift-wood ever driven 
O'er the waters vast. 
And sweet dream by twilight given, 
The old voices seem to whisper-
Seem to sigh, and pause and whisper. 
Oh, 'tis sweet to lie and ponder 
On the visions coming, going, 
With the falling and flowing of the tide. 
Listening, to lie and wonder 
At the voices, sometimes single, 
Sometimes many, as they mingle 
With the lap, lap, lapping of the water 
On the vessel's side. 
J· B. K. 
The Columbia Spectator, which we com-
mended in our last issue for its activity in 
raising funds for the Bartholdi pedestal, has 
come forward now in support of a nobler 
work-that of the "White Cross Army." 
Let us not leave the Spectator alone in this 
movement, but in its own words "throw aside 
any false modesty and vigorously fight this 
fight for personal purity." 
The Advocate, that treasure-house of verse 
publishes two short poems of great merit en~ 
titled "Veritas," and " I Have Eaten of 
Lotos," respectively. This latter which is 
particularly pleasing we have clipped and our 
readers may judge of it for themselves. 
"I HAVE EATEN OF LOTOS." 
I ate of the lotos blossom ; 
I drank out of Lethe's pool; 
The flower was fragrant and languid : 
The water was dark and cool. 
Then a dreaminess stole upon me, . 
And I prayed that I might forget, 
And my hunger was stayed by the lotos,-
With Lethe my lips were wet. 
My prayer was answered, yet ever 
As the languor my limbs did fold 
I dreamed of your breath so fragrant, 
Of your eyes that are dark and cold. 
Besides these verses there are others of 
equal merit, but partaking more or less of a 
certain stereotyped sentimentalism which is. 
becoming a little "stale.". 
It is with great pleasure that we take up, 
the current number of the Tech. The illus-
trated verses on the senior ball are very 
clever. The custom of having illustrated 
heads to the departments of the paper is an 
exceedingly good one. 
COLLEGE WORLD. 
HARVARD, 
Harvard gives its professors one year in-
every seven for private study. 
Some students in the Medical School 
invited a prominent homcepathist to lecture· 
to them, and the medical faculty refused to-
allow it; a hall had to be hired. 
Harvard men have in contemplation the 
production, at an early date, of ''Julius 
Cesar," with costumes modeled after those 
of Cesar's time. Most of the roles have 
been assigned to seniors. The play will be 
supervised hy Professor ·white, and the text 
used will be that of the old folio. 
YALE. 
A number of Yale students disgraced them-
selves last Tuesday by breaking into a recita-
tion room, and destroying Professor Beebe's. 
private papers and documents. 
Tuesday night · two sophomores went fish-
ing on private grounds and three of their 
class-mates, being aware of the fact, surprised 
and chased the bold fishermen, and yesterday 
afternoo_n at the fence they returned their 
poles and fish to the anglers, amid the shouts:. 
of their class- mates.-Ya/e News. 
W. H. Bishop, the novelist, is spoken of in 
connection with the professorship of English 
Literature. President Porter believes that 
failures of colleges and university life are due 
in most cases to poor preparatory work. 
Vice-President Hendricks will deliver the-
annual address before the Alumni at this. 
year's commencement. 
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PRINCETON. 
To-morrow Mr. Moody will be among us, 
.and the college extends a hearty greeting to 
the great evangelist,-Princetonian. 
The college has a most perfect system of 
faculty espionage over the students. Students 
must obtain a vote of the faculty to enter, 
must present certificates of good moral char-
acter, and must sign a pledge not to join or 
.attend the meetings of any secret society. 
The Princetonian has serious trouble with 
the college faculty on account of certain 
articles and illustrations that it recently pub-
!ished. Two of the seniors have been sus-
pended indefinitely. 
A beautiful memorial tablet, with medallion, 
in honor of the late Prof. Joseph Henry, of 
the Smithsonian Institute, and formerly of 
Princeton College, will soon be placed on one 
of the walls of the Marquand Chapel at 
Princeton. The medallion is an exquisite 
profile in high relief by Mr. Louis St. Gau-
dens, of New York C_ity.-Ez. 
UNION. 
In most colleges freshmen are, by an un-
written law never broken, prohibited from 
wearing " ·plug" hats or carrying canes until 
the third term. Then they usually celebrate 
their new found liberty with imposing cere-
monies. Wednesday was the first day of the 
spring term at Union, and the memorial plug 
hat parade was held, but a smaller number 
-of freshmen than usual participated. Attired 
in rubber coats and antediluvian tall hats they 
started out from the college grounds and 
marched through .the principal streets of 
Schenectady. A crowd, seemingly composed 
of all the hoodlums in town, followed the 
procession over the entire route of march and 
threw sticks, ice, mud, rotten fruit and eggs. 
In one or two places the freshmen retaliated 
and opened fire on the crowd. After parad-
ing an hour the freshmen returned to their 
quarters and doffed their frescoed coats and 
battered hats. Only a pungent odor that was 
not the fragrance of spring flowers, lingered 
in the atmosphere to tell that the time-hon-
-ored parade had been made.-Argus. 
CORNELL. 
Cornell claims to have the best arranged 
-collection of shells in the world. A chair of 
elecution is to be established. The library 
receives 400 current periodicals. The library 
of Petrarcian and Icelandic literature collected 
by Prof. Fiske, is one of the finest of its kind 
in this country. 
GENERAL. 
The Lafayette stud~nts are required to at-
tend three ser ices on Sunday and prepare a 
biblical recitation for the next morning. 
ATHLETIC NOTES. 
Forest and Stream has offered a $100 cup 
for an intercollegiate shooting contest this 
spring. 
M. W. Ford last week broke the record for 
the standing long jump with IO ft. 9¾ in. In 
a foul trial Mr. Ford cleared I I ft. I¾ in. 
The Morning News says that careful ob-
servers prophesy the following results of the 
Intercollegiate ball games: 1, Harvard; 2, 
Yale; 3, Princeton; 4, Brown; 5, Dartmouth; 
6, Amherst. 
Brown freshmen took a very decisive way 
to pay the expenses of their nine by levying 
a tax of $3.00 on every member of the class. 
At Harvard five persons are required to 
enter in an event at the athletic meetings 
before a second prize is given. 
Out of $1,200 subscribed at Williams for 
the nine, $300 was given by President 
Carter.-Dartmouth has raised $1,300 for the 
support of the ball nine.-At the meeting of 
the Inteecollegiate Base Ball Association at 
Springfield, March 13, Amherst, Dartmouth~ 
Yale, Harvard, Brown and Princeton were 
represented. Williams was refused admission 
through the opposition of Harvard and 
Brown. 
In a game with the Institute of Technology, 
Nichols of the Harvard nine made three base 
hits with a total of ten, two hits being home 
runs and the other a two-base hit. 
CLIPPINGS; 
The story is told of a member of the as-
tronomy class in Columbia College, that 
while scouring the heavens ·with a telescope, 
one night recently, he came across a most 
astonishing fiery object. For awhile he 
flattered himself that a wonderful new planet 
had come to be discovered by him; but the 
Professor in charge recognized the apparition 
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as the Hell Gate electric light, and thus 
quickly destroyed the young astronomer's 
hopes. 
A Cornell freshman ate a green lizard which 
was bottled in alcohol thinking it was a pickle, 
and it is feared the result will prove fatal. 
The dairy-maid pensively milke'a. the goat, 
And, pouting, she paused to mutter, 
" I wish. you brute, you would turn io milk, " 
' And the animal turned to butt her. -Ex. 
. On either hand of my good friend 
I see a fair new mitten. 
"Did she knit those," I quickly cry, 
'' The girl of whom you're smitten ? " 
"And if she did," said my good friend, 
('Twas on his face plain written) 
'' You surely cannot give me joy 
For having got the mitten. " 
"But you have mittens twain," I say, 
'' And that is no negation ; 
Two negatives, as you well know, 
Is but an affirmation ! " -Brunonian. 
Sleighing incident: Stable keeper-" I'll 
put in an extra buffalo." Engl£sh Stranger 
-" Couldn't you let me 'ave- an 'orsh, you 
know? Er-er-rather not drive a buffalo first 
time, you know." 
It was at a formal dinner that little Edith, 
with an enraptured look at the middle of the 
table, propounded-" Mamma, why are those 
flowers like stick candy?" Mamma gives it 
up, and litt-le Edith triumphantly cries: 
"Why, because they're a center piece." 
# 
· - Yale Record. 
Just a note that I found on my table, 
By the bills of a year buried o'er, 
In a feminine hand, and requesting 
My presence for tennis at four. 
Half remorseful for leaving it lying 
In surroundings unworthy as those, 
I carefully dusted and smoothed it 
And mutely begged pardon of Rose. 
But I thought with a smile of the proverb 
Which says you may treat as you will 
The vase which has once contained roses, 
Their fragrance will cling to it still. 
For the writer I scarcely remember, 
The occasion has vanished afar, 
And the fragrance that c!ings to the letter, 
Recalls-an Havana cigar. 
-Courant. 
BOOK REVIEWS. 
How Should I Pronounce .,· by Wm. H. P. 
Phyfe. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons. 
This handsomely executed manual will 
commend itself to all who examine it. We 
have many books on the subject, but none s0-, 
handsome, concise and accurate as the present 
one. The book proceeds on thorough scien-
tific principles and yet is at the same time 
practical and simple. It will doubtless have-
the large circulation and enthusiastic recep-
tion which it deserves. 
A Text-Book of Hygi"ene; by Geo. H. 
Rohe, M. D., Professor in the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, Baltimore. Baltimore:: 
Thomas & Evans. 
Although Dr. Rohe's object in writing the 
present book has been to provide a suitable-
manual for the medical practitioner and sani-
tary officer, still the work is so free from tech-
nicalities, so clear and simple in every way,. 
that it will be ·a valuable addition to the· 
library of · every well-informed man. The 
subject is all-important, the treatment clear,. 
thorough and reliable, and up to the latest 
discoveries. 
Materials for German Prose Composi"tion ; · 
by C. A. Buckheim, Professor in King's Col-
lege, London. New York: G. P. Putnam's 
Sons. 
The importance of the study of German is. 
at last beginning to be appreciated and to be 
given its proper amount of attention. The 
present book is a compilation of extracts from_ 
standard English writers, with notes intended 
to aid their translation into German. This. 
aid is given just where it is needed and in just 
the proper amount. The book will be wel-
comed by teachers of German in colleges and 
more advanced schools. 
The June Atlantic is a pleasant number-
with which to usher in the summer. One of 
the most entertaining articles in it is called 
"Dime Museums: From a Naturalist's Point 
of View," by the Rev. J. G. Wood, the Eng-
lish naturalist. " The Fores ts and the Cen-
sus," by Francis Parkman, will interest stu-
dents of politics. The three serials-Mrs. 
Oliphant's "Country Gentleman," Mrs. Jew-
ett's "Marsh Island," and Charles Egbert 
Craddock's " Prophet of the Great Smoky 
Mountains," have all their usual interest. 
The literary papers of the number are led by 
a sterling piece of criticism upon Mrs. Oli-
phant, by Mrs. Harriet W. Preston. Celia 
Thaxter contributes a poem, and there is also. 
some other good verse, together with the 
usual departments. 
